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was a productive three days. I handed out dozens of the
CODOH strikes
campuses from flyer. One young fellow asked me if I was a Nazi. The
students have been taught that anyone who deviates from
New York City., to Sacramento
the Holocaust line is a Nazi. You can't blame the kids.
When a student asks me that one 1 answer real sincere, like
Harvey Taylor, ex-U.S. Navy pilot and a retired
I'm kind of shocked: Why, no. I'm not a Nazi. Areyou?
commercial pilot for United Airlines, is a friend of
"Another fellow ambled up and allowed as how his
COOOH and a well-known Sacramento-area revisionist
grandfather had been shot at Auschwitz! But are you sure
activist. Harvey had been a little annoyed back in March
he was shot?, 1 asked. How do you know? How do you
when The Hornet agreed to run our ad announcing the
know he wasn't gassed? Have you seen his death
Internet address of COOOHWeb, then reneged on its
certificate? What was his name? His number, his home
contract. Last week Harvey called to report that the
address? His date of death?"
conspiracy to promote open debate on the Holocaust
"All, Harvey. Those questions make people tense."
controversy struck at California State University at
"He didn't want to talk about it. 1 have a sneaking
Sacramento on 14,15 and 20 May.
suspicion some of these people are,
Harvey had a sign
shall we say, mistaken about the fate of
professionally painted on poster
their relatives. I don't doubt their
board (let's do it right, eh?)
honesty, not for a minute, but if they're
replicating what has become the
going to use these stories, I want to
COOOH trademark advertisement
know the details.
(see insert), then set himself up for
"A young lady was curious about
business in front of the campus
Ignore the Thought Police.
the sign. I tried to fill her in, saying
library. He hung his sign, which was
Read the evidence.
that the Holocaust controversy needs to
real1y a big advertisement for
be discussed freely. I said our position
Judge for yourself.
COOOHWeb, from the limb of a
is spelled out in detail in the COOOH
nea1by tree so that he was fiee to
pamphlet. She took three of them. She
WV\'\v.
move around and pass out our
gave one to a professor who was
leaflet, "The Holocaust Controversy:
passing by just then. I found out later
the Case for Open Debate."
the professor teaches the Holocaust."
"What was the first question I was asked?" Harvey
1 said: "That professor may have gone to our Website.
recounted. "You're not one of those fellows who says the
That leaflet has our Website address on it. She may be a
Holocaust didn't happen, are you?
revisionist by now."
"Not me, I said I look at the big picture. All of
"I don't think so. The professors studiously avoided
Central Europe reduced to rubble. Entire cities destroyed.
even looking at my sign. Students would look at it, but not
Two huge invading armies converging on it, shooting at
the professors. I wonder what these students will be saying
everything and anything, looting and killing. When you
see the big picture, the concentration camp photos look like about these professors thirty years from now? Anyway, the
young lady 1 was telling you about --I hate to have to tell
small potatoes. Who would want to pretend that the camps
you this--but she looked Jewish to me, and she started
were of great importance? You figure it out-the victors."
telling me that all the people in the Aryan Nations, the
I said: "This sounds like something college kids
KKK and all Nazi types should be gassed."
should hear."
"Of course it is. Their professors aren't going to give
them the big picture. Not about this subject. All in all, it
Continued on page three
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change its subject heading
accordingly. Then I'll
check into where the
Library of Congress has
put me. If I'm going to be
stereotyped, I want to be
stereotyped as accurately
as possible.
Bradley R. Smith

NOTEBOOK

•

=== The
Library of Congress has updated its
Subject Headings in Jewish Studies.
According to the latest info, the
subject heading "Holocaust, Jewish
(1939-1945)-Errors, inventions, etc."
has been removed from the subject
authority file. It's been replaced by
two new subject headings:
"Holocaust denial" (Deborah
Lipstadt wins one), in which are
entered works that "discuss the
diminution of the scale and
significance of the Holocaust or the
assertion that it did not occur, and
"Holocaust denial literature," in
which are entered "works that
diminish the scale and significance of
the Holocaust or assert that it did not
occur." The difference between the
two? The first "discusses" denial
"assertions," the second makes such
assertions but doesn't discuss them.
I have discovered that at the
UCLA library the subject heading for
my book Confessions of a Holocaust
Revisionist (2nd edition, enlarged [it's
mis-cata1ogu~ should read "Part 1"
-the book being "Part 1" of the
"enlarged" edition, a work I am not
going to finish]), has been changed
from "Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)-Errors, inventions, etc." to
"Holocaust Denial."
I'm a little disappointed.
ConfeSsions is autobiography. It's
literature! I should be listed in
"Holocaust denial literature," not
"Holocaust denial." I'm going to
petition the library at UCLA to

On stereotyping

fascists: In the May issue
of Smith's Report (#43, p.2) I
remarked that in Toronto Ernst
to be pummeling
Zuendel
the censors and the Holocaust Lobby
fascists as hard as ever." It's a scene I
very much enjoy witnessing, and even
laughing at. One of our readers,
Guillelmo Coletti, thought I had
expressed myself in a very unfunny
way, and wrote to tell me so with
considerable irony:
] really want to know more
about their (the enemies of
Zuendel and revisionism)
conversion to Fascism.] am sure
you know that some misinformed
bigots use the word Fascism as a
punch-line, the same way
traditional right-wingers use the
term "commies." Do these
adversaries ofMr. Zuendel
actually think they can embrace
the beliefs ofMussolini,
Marinetti or Evola? Have some
of the visions ofPareto or
D 'Annunzio entered their souls?
I'm quite eager to know more
about this. I'm confident your
statement, at least regarding its
intentions, was based on facts.

Well, no, it wasn't, as a matter of
fact. It was a wisecrack based on a
stereotype. I suppose it might as well
be Coletti as someone else who cures
me of this habit. I sometimes use
words like "fascist" or "commie" to
stereotype the behavior of others.
Stereotypical labeling can be a real
shortcut in communication, but no
stereotype can embrace a complete
individual or movement. Stereotyping

is a bad habit. It's a bad habit because
while it's quick, it's not fully accurate
and by nature cannot be. At the same
time, to make it plain where I stand
here, I should say I gave up on the
fascists when I was about ten years
old.
It was about 1940, when I was in
grammar school in South Central Los
Angeles. In those days you could buy
a sheet of bubble gum a little larger
than a playing card for a penny.
Inside the wrapper, under the gum,
there would be a colored card
depicting sports figures and so on.
Kids collected them. One lunch time I
opened a new gum package and on
the card found a colored drawing of
Italian pursuit planes, as they were
called then, machine-gunning
spears.
Ethiopian natives armed with ....
I suppose it could be argued that there
was more to the story than what was
in the picture (when I was in
grammar school I still had not read
the fascist intellectuals), but as I grew
older I never found that fascism as a
party or movement ever came to very
much more than what I saw on the
bubble gum card.
Now that I'm past middle age I
can say that over the years I gave up
on all the others as well; the
commies, the Nazis, and finally the
"democrats" of the West. At first I
went by the bad taste they all left in
my mouth, but as I grew older I
realized that what really made me
give up on them is that when push
came to shove they all stood against
intellectual fleedom.
Censorship, by definition, is an
act of violence against intellectual
fleedom. Censorship cannot function
without violence or the threat of it. In
the end the only way to prohibit
intellectual freedom is violence. How
else can you keep men and women
from saying what's on their minds?
This issue alone of SR is rife with
reports of acts of violence committed
against those who are trying, simply,
to say what they think.
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incarceration, fines, expulsion) to stop that no matter what the intellectuals
on this one. I'm not against those who Zuendel from saying what he thinks.
write, it's not kosher to use the courts
want to censor Ernst Zuendel in
While you don't have to be a
or pursuit planes either to suppress
Canada because they are "fascists."
fascist to be a censor, as we all know,
the intellectual life of those you have
I'm against them because they are
decided don't need one.
it isn't going to stand in your way
using the threat of violence (forced
either. One of the inferences I draw, is
now, from that old bubble
from
Navy pilot and alumnus of the university, went to the
campus and stationed himself in front of The Daily's
"What's wrong with that?"
offices with a sign lettered "Censorship at PSU: Read what
"Nothing's wrong with that. I allowed as how it was a
good idea. I said she should have the honor of dumping the the Collegian censor doesn't want you to see," and passed
out my flyer "The Holocaust Controversy." A reporter for
Zyklon crystals on them."
The Collegian interviewed Streidieck and the story
"That was the caring thing to say."
appeared in the paper and on The Collegian's Internet
"I was interviewed by a reporter from The Hornet, the
student newspaper. I was photographed by his sidekick, but edition as well.
Campus Hillel and the Anti-Defamation League of
no story was published. I guess the Holocaust controversy
course were at work behind the scenes. For two months I
isn't news at Cal State."
had no proof of what I knew, from past experience, was
going on. Then on 17 February the Los Angeles Times ran
It's news all right. It's what's called suppressed news.
a story quoting ADL regional director of Southern
The Campus Project is becoming something of a tradition
California David Lehrer: "People who claim the Holocaust
on American campuses. The program is very simple. We
never happened . . . have placed ads espousing their
place small advertisements in student newspapers
messages in college newspapers."
announcing the Internet address for COOOHWeb (see the
I couldn't deny that.
ad on page one). We urge students and faculty to ignore the
We learned that at The Signal at Georgia State two
Thought Police, go to COOOHWeb, take a look at the
Jewish groups, one on-campus and one from off-campus,
evidence, and judge it for themselves. No polemics. No
approached the paper to suppress the ads and warned that
complaining. Just hundreds of thousands of words laying
"pressure" would be applied in all the right places until the
out revisionist theory and the consequences of allowing the
ad was suppressed The Signal continued to run the ad and
continued exploitation of the establishment story.
is still mnning it.
This academic year we began nJDning the ads in
A friend of COOOH relayed two confidential messages
November, one time each week,
with The Signal
sent over the Internet from Campus Hillel and the Antiat Georgia State (25,000+ students and faculty-henceforth,
Defamation League "warning" their members that
S&F) in Atlanta. I followed up in The Red and Black at
COOOH was running revisionist ads in student newspapers
University of Georgia at Athens (30,500+ S&F), and The
and that something had to be done. There were extended
Technique at Georgia Institute of Technology, also in
messages in a private code attached to the regular text that
Atlanta (13,000+ s&F).
we were unable to get into. Who knows what was burning
Through February and March I ran the ad in student
up the wires.
papers at Hofsba University on Long Island (11,000+
After Hillel and ADL moved their campaign halfway
S&F); Oklahoma State at Stillwater (20,000+ S&F); Iowa
State at Ames (24,500+ S&F); Florida State at Tallahassee into the open to shut down the ads, I placed ads at The
Daily at University of Michigan at Ann Arbor (39,500
(30,000+ S&F); University of Texas at Austin (52,000+
S&F), The Tech at North Carolina State at Greensboro
S&F).
(12,000+ S&F), and in The Washington Square News at
Some papers refused to run the ad, some ignored me,
New York University in Manhattan (37,600+ S&F). I was
and those at George Mason University (Fairfax, VA) and
pleased to be able to place the ad in the special graduation
University of Colorado (Boulder) said they would but
changed their minds. Three papers, The Tartan at Carnegie issue of the WSN That's the issue that is most likely to be
taken home to mom and dad and shown to the relatives.
Mellon (Pittsburgh), The Technique at Georgia Tech and
It must be working.
The Daily Reveille at Louisiana State (Baton Rouge) ran
Thanks to David Thomas we have a sophisticated
the ad one time, then folded under pressure-I wonder from
counting program installed to monitor the traffic accessing
whom?
and moving around through, and we see that COOOH
At Penn State The Daily Collegian refused to run the
documents are being accessed more than 1,300 times every
ad because the editor determined that COOOHWeb is
24 hours. This projects out to half a million documents
"offensive" on the face of it. Karl Streidieck, an ex-U.S.
Mr. Coletti was right to call me
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accessed over a 12 month period. That's without factoring
in any future growth whatever.
This is a very solid, long telm project. We're following
the time-honored practices of the Viet Cong and General
Motors, two very successful organizations. We're thinking
ten, fifteen years out. We're going to win the minds and
hearts of independent and sensible people all over the
world. The Holocaust Lobby was no overnight success
itself. It wasn't until the early 1970s, 25 years after the end
of WWlI, that its mythos reached critical mass with media
and academia.
The outlook for revisionism has never been better. We
have the Internet, the World Wide Web, and a growing
number of researchers, translators, technicians, and
supporters of every kind We haven't yet found a way to
fund the project the way it needs to be funded That's the
one area where I am still failing to find an answer. I don't
know what to do about it. Meanwhile, we have to go on,
making the sacrifices we have to make.

Doug Collins on trial in Vancouver
for thumbing nose at Schindler's
List

•

•

Outspoken, revisionist -friendly Canadian journalist
Doug Collins is currently being tried before a so-called
human rights tribunal in Vancouver, British Columbia. His
crime? In the eyes of BC authorities, publishing something
"likely to expose a person or a group or a class of persons
to habed or contempt," but actually for his lack of
reverence for the Holocaust holy cow and Steven
Spielberg's epic Schindler's List.
In March 1994 the outspoken, native-born Englishman
zinged the movie and the Holocaust lobby in a column
entitled "Hollywood Propaganda"; that he neither "denied"
the Holocaust nor slurred Jews collectively was not enough
to prevent the Canadian Jewish Congress from bringing
charges under British Columbia's Bill 33, a provincial
amendment to Canada's Human Rights Act that outlaws
publishing anything "likely to expose a person or a group
or class of persons to hatred or contempt."
The trial underscores a difference between the United
States and
An American, let alone an American
journalist, would never face such charges; on the other
hand, an American columnist for an establishment
newspaper who repeatedly challenged Holocaust hype as
well as the sacrosanct status of various of his country's
minorities would soon be looking for another line of work.
In this case, Doug Collins has been steadfastly
supported by his paper, the North Shore News (which to be
sure is also on trial) and is being defended as well by
attorneys from the British Columbia Press Council and the
BC Civil Liberties Association. Furthennore, the
prosecution, and the legislation it's enforcing, have been
heavily criticized by major Canadian media, from the
,\
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,
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Toronto Globe and Mail, Canadian Time , and the
Financial Post on down.
Those of you familiar with Collins' s bulldog English
tenacity, his contempt for sham, his war-record as a British
infantryman captured at Dunkirk and several times escaped
from Gennan stalags, and his common-sense commentary
will recognize that in selecting a sacrifice to the Moloch
erected to punish free expression in British Columbia, the
province's ruling left-liberal clique and the Jewish
thought-controllers from the CJC have chosen the wrong
man. The trial is well on the way to making Doug Collins
and his sensible views on Hollywood Holo-hype household
words across the length and breadth of our neighbor to the
north.
As the hearing opened on May 19, Doug Collins and
his fellow defendants were bolstered by the presence of a
hundred outspoken supporters perhaps explaining the
hasty decision of human rights tribunal head Nitya Iyer
(high priestess of the multicultural cult in Be) to close the
hearing to the press and to the public.
In any case, Collins and his publisher have alerted
millions of opponents of enforced "political conectness" to
the follies of censoring revisionists, and given them food
for thought as to why Holocaust true believers feel driven
to silence their critics.

Update on Ernst Zuendel and the
Canadian hate police
Ernst Zuendel' s hearing before the Canadian Human
Rights Tribunal opened on May 28th, and closed the next
day. As reported in SR #39 (January 1997), the misnamed
tribunal is attempting to close down the US-based Zuendel
Website by holding Ernst responsible under Canadian law
pertaining to hate (!)
over the telephone (! I).
While a couple of motions brought by Zuendel to end
the inquisition then and there were (predictably) rejected,
the raucous antics of the thug-like (and Canadian taxpayerfunded) "Anti-Racist Action" in attempting
(unsuccessfully) to intimidate Zuendel witness's outside
the courtroom have backfired. When several of the Jewish
groups (including Sabina Citron's Canadian Holocaust
Remembrance Association and the Canadian branches of
B'nai B'rith and the Simon Wiesenthal Center) which have waged an unremitting, 20-year-Iong campaign of
persecution against Zuendel applied for leave to join the
government in the prosecution, Zuendel's fiery, courageous
and capable attorney, Doug Christie, launched a withering
attack, pointing to evidence Team Zuendel has unearthed
of collusion between Jewish groups and ARA, also known
for raucous demonsbations outside Zuendelhouse,
including chants and signs urging that Ernst's home
(several times bombed and torched already) be burnt to the
ground. Several of the would-be "intervenors" in the
prosecution, in particular the citrus-faced Citron, visibly
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squiImed and cringed as Christie told the court and
them that they were a disgrace to decent Jews. Ernst and
Doug now believe they have a real shot at keeping these
busybodies out of the trial. The tribunal, just one tine of a
multi-pronged attack aimed at ultimately deporting
Zuendel to a German prison, resumes October 14th.

fA reminder: CODOH's Website continues to
"mirror" [duplicate] the contents of the Zuendelsitejust in case he is compelled to close down.)

SR Worldscope on revisionism and
••
•
revIsionists
• High-school teacher and former head of the
Gelman National Democratic Party (NPD) Guenter
Deckert, currently in a German prison after a series of
judicial travesties that would have fazed Kafka and driven
Orwell to distraction, writes in good English to tell us that
on April 27 he was sentenced to an additional 27 months
for having organized a meeting
at which David Irving spoke in
Deckert's hometown of
Weinheim in 1990; for having
sold the (since) banned book,

Dudley Moore to racial researcher 1. Philippe Rushton and
psychologist Hans Eysenck is no kook and certainly no
coward Bryant's latest opus, Political Correctness,
Censorship & Liberal-Jewish Strong-arm Tactics in HighIQILow Morals Mensa: A Case Study, recounts what

happened when his irreverent column on the occasion of
the dedication of the U.S. Holocaust museum ran in the
high-IQ fellowship Mensa's Tampa, FL newsletter: Tampa
Bay Mensa's resident eggheads, unable to refute his
arguments, cringing before organized Jewish pressure,
dropped Bryant's column-but maverick gadfly Bryant
doesn't give up easily! (For the 60-page booklet ($8.95) or
for a free catalogue ofhis other writings, write: John
Bryant, PO Box 66683, St. Petersburg Beach, FL 337366683).

• The latest issue of Jack Wikoff's outstanding
newsletter Remarks features a well-researched demolition
of another holocaust canard: that the Nazis massacred
hundreds of thousands of homosexuals. Wikoff also reports
on his activities in getting
Ernst Zuendel's TV program,
Another Voice ofFreedom, on
public access cable across
America. (Remarks. P. O. Box
234, Aurora, NY 13026-0234).

Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte

•

(complete text available in
German, and most of it in
English from COOOHWeb); for
publishing and selling a
commentary on his several
previous trials; and for other
Holocaust revisionist high
crimes and misdemeanors
(Guenter Deckert, .lVAZuchthaus ''Veste, " Pf 3010, D 76643 Bruchsal,
Germany).

• Udo Walendy,
currently in prison in
Geliliany for "popular
incitement," was sentenced to
another 14 months on May 5.
According to a judicial
opinion worthy of Lewis
Canoll's Through the Looking
•
.•
cocktail party.
Glass, Walendy was "not
sentenced for what you wrote
or said, but for what you do not say, and should have said"

• Australian revisionist and civil libertarian John
Bennett just keeps on trucking Down Under; the founder
and long-time head of the Australian Civil Liberties Union
continues to publish the ACLU Newsletter; to place Your
Rights, ACLU's annual guide to
speech issues
(including suppression of Holocaust revisionism at home
and abroad) with most Aussie newsagents and booksellers;
and, for the twelfth consecutive year, to publish revisionist
letters and articles in a majority of Australia's newspapers.
(Write John Bennett, ACLU, Box 1137, Carlton 3053,
Australia).
• Judged by the photograph that adoms his
•

stationery, John Bryant, in monk's cowl surmounted by a
live pigeon, looks as if he's escaped from a Monty Python
movie. But this indefatigable author of dozens of books and
articles on philosophy, logic, economics, management,
marriage, friendship and "political incorrectness" many
of his writings wallnly endorsed by luminaries from Nobel
laureates Milton Friedman and Kenneth Arrow to actor

•

CODOlIWeb becomes
encyclopedic source of new
revisionist research & scholarship
SR readers understand that COOOHWeb functions as
an archive of classic revisionist research and scholarship;
that it offers international oubeach in nine languages; and
that it serves as a beacon of knowledge and
to
revisionists in lands in which access to revisionist material
is otherwise prohibited
If you do not have direct access to our Website,
however, you may still not realize that each month our coRichard Widmann and David Thomas post
full-length, brand-new articles on the cutting edge of
revisionist scholarship; out-of-print revisionist classics;
historical documents; and reviews, news and commentary
relevant to the "Holocaust" and other areas of historical
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revisionism. The accumulation each quarter matches and
often exceeds that of all revisionist print publications
together. As a sampling of such recent postings to
CODOHWeb, we cite these:
• "Holocaust Victims: A Statistical Analysis":
Revisionist scholars, including Paul Rassinier, leading
American demographer Frank Hankins, and Walter
Sanning, among others, have long attempted to establish a
realistic estimate, rather than the admittedly "symbolic" six
million numeral, for Jewish losses during World War II.
Now Germar Rudolf, chemist, scholar and refugee from the
Bundesrepublik, has provided, using the latest and most
complete figures and statistical methods, a "state-of-theart" estimate of Jewish losses through his careful analysis
of extenilinationist scholar Walter Benz's critique of
Sanning's study one very far below six million.
•
Excerpts from
a 1950 work by Hans Grimm, the renowned novelist (Volk
ohne Raum) and outspoken German nationalist,
cataloguing some three dozen evidences and expressions of
(as well as, in some cases, criticisms of) anti-Germanism
by leading politicians and journalists in England and
America, dating 1896 to 1950. A real eye-opener for those
weaned on the "German devil, Anglo-Saxon angel" theory
of history!
• The Ha'avara Agreement: Amidst all the
flailing and fluff over Swiss bankers' "guilt" in doing
business with NS Germany, Establishment media have
forgotten (if many of them ever knew) that Zionist
authorities were collaborating with Hitler's bankers and
Finance Ministry in colonizing Palestine through much of
the 1930's. CODOHWeb has recently posted an English
translation of "Circular 54/1933 of the Reich Ministry of
Finance (August 28, 1933)" outlining for Getman
bureaucrats the agreement between the Reich and the
Jewish Agency transfer of capital from Germany to Jewish
colonists settling there from Gennany.

•

•

Gel mans: These short, confidential on-site reports, one by
an American diplomat in Berlin ("Situation of Jews in
War-Time Germany"), the other a telegram signed by Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower in October, 1945, speak volumes about
how US policy makers viewed things behind the scenes-sand the propaganda. US Charge d' Affaires Alexander
Kirk reports to the US State Dept. in March 1940 that
German Jews "as a rule receive the same food rations as
the rest of the population" while in 1945 Ike informs the
Pentagon that, nearly six months after Germany's
"liberation," Germans being driven, in accordance with
Allied policy, from their ancestral homes in eastern
Germany are dying of malnutrition and disease at fantastic
rates, and predicts (!) 2.5 to 3 million more dead of similar
causes in the next six months. (He wasn't far wrong.)
Much more interesting, damning info in these documents
as well.
"

•
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• The Natural Order of Things by Bradley Smith.
A meditation on race, racialism, revisionism and
fatherhood in which I layout my own mixed feelings about
my racialist friends and the criticism I've caught from the
anti-revisionist camp for having such friends. The paradox
is that over the years, while I have grown increasingly
sympathetic toward other races, similar feelings of good
will have extended to individual racialists as well.
• Two reviews of recent, relevant books:
CODOHWeb co-master RA. Widmann's review of a 1996
reissue of Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Hoess's socalled autobiography (now titled Death Dealer) establishes
that the book was published specifically to stem the
Holocaust revisionist tide, and that editor Steven Pakuly
has been less than capable and forthright in addressing the
historiographical problems of the Hoess document.
A second book, Stephen Trombley's The Execution
Protocol, published in 1993, will be of interest to
revisionists interested-a la "Conrad Grieb" and Robert
Faurisson in execution technology as well as in the moral
questions. Offurther interest, Fred Leuchter, revisionist
"baggage" and all, figures in the book as America's
unquestioned expert in the field. Reviewed by RA.
Widmann.
[Ifyou would you like to read this selection of
articles from CODOHWeb, your contribution of$14
(or, hopefully, more) will get you the above materials
in a 73-page printout, spiral bound, with clear
protective covers. The intellectual excitement you'll
experience, and the knowledge that you're helping to
sustain CODOH and CODOHWeb, should make it a
worthwhile experience.- Add $4 for p&h.]

INTERNET ROUNDUP
A quick tour around CODOHWeb
for those who haven't been there.
Richard Widmann
Each issue of Smith's Report brings information about
the latest happenings on CODOHWeb, the World Wide
Web site of Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust
(http://www.codoh.com). But for those without access to
the Internet, CODOHWeb remains intangible. What is on
the "site"? What does one see when accessing the world's
largest revisionist website?
For those of you who have been asking these very
questions, I'd like to give a guided tour of what greets
vistors to CODOHWeb. When a visitor accesses
CODOHWeb's "homepage," he or she is confronted by a
brief statement of purpose which reads in part, "We're
focused on American culture, on the American ideal that
liberty has the power to wash a people clean and that there
is no liberty without intellectual freedom." Scrolling down
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the screen you will find a "search tool" called "Hotbot"
which enables you to search COOOHWeb-or other
leading revisionist sites for any topic of interest. Indeed,
you can also expand your search to the entirety of the
World Wide Web (WWW). (And it works both waysrecall how in last month's issue ofSR a visitor recounted
how he found his way to COOOHWeb through his interest
in Che Guevara, who was mentioned in one of the chapters
of Bradley's Break His Bones!!)
Another scroll down will reveal our Guestbook, where
people can offer their computer-signature and comment on
the site. The homepage features a "What's Hot" section
which provides links to the most recent, important events
happening in the world of revisionism. There are currently
three items in "What's Hot;" information about COOOH"s
"50,000 Offer"; Samuel Crowell's brilliant essay on the
"Technique and Operation of the Gel man Anti-Gas
Shelters" [see SR43], and infollnation regarding David
Irving's new pathbreaking volume, Nuremberg: The Last
Battle.

•

A visitor can choose one of three paths into the site
from the homepage: the standard path (with graphics); a
text-only path, which is provided for those with older and
slower equipment, and a "frames" path, which contains
state-of-the-art formatting of our pages. The textual
content remains the same along each of these paths, while
the view changes to best meet the needs of each visitors'
equipment.
Each path will take the visitor to our "Main Index"
page, our primary table of contents for the site. There the
visitor will see nine flags representing the nine languages,
in addition to English, in which we have posted revisionist
materials. Choosing any of these flags will instantly take
you to material written in the language of your choice.
You will then be able to select one of our three major subsections, "Revisionism," "Intellectual Freedom" or
"Bradley R Smith." The Main Index page also contains
"buttons" to directories, by subject and by author, that list
all the works on COOOHWeb. Also on the Main Index
page is a button which, when clicked on, takes you to our
"Hot Links" page, a listing of approximately 200 other
websites on a variety of subjects which COOOH has found
especially interesting. Or you can choose our "Incoming"
button, which enables you to read or write email messages
to us via our mailing address:
COOOHmail@aol.com.
Each "page" or "document" is designed with its own
look and colors. The "Revisionism" page features a bold
message from the father of revisionism, Harry Elmer
Barnes, proclaiming, "The well-being of the human race, if
not its very survival, is very literally dependent on the
triumph of Revisionism." The visitor can choose from a
variety of categories offered on this page: Gas Chambers
and Gas Vans; NewsDesk; War Crimes Trials; David
Irving; COOOH International; Germar Rudolf; Revisionist
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Viewpoints; Inconvenient History; New Revisionist Voices;
Robert Faurisson; Book and Movie Reviews. The
"Revisionism" page also feature links to nine other
revisionist websites.
The "Intellectual Freedom" page is topped by a
quotation from George Orwell: "Freedom of the Press, ifit
means anything at all, means the freedom to criticize and
oppose." This page offers visitors access to the following
pages: ThoughtCrimes Archive; Net Censorship; Germany
vs. Intellectual Freedom; Zionism, Stalinism, and the
Holocaust Story. The "Freedom" page includes links to
current Congressional "Holocaust" Legislation, as well as
links to other websites which are concerned about free
speech issues.
The third major page is our Bradley R Smith page.
This page features a photo of Bradley alongside a quote
from one of his books: "I need to live among a people who
sense the significance of the ideal of free expression." This
page features many of Bradley's writings, and news about
his projects: ConfeSsions of a Holocaust Revisionist;
Smith's Report On-Line; Break His Bones; A Personal
History ofMoral Decay; the Campus Project; and
Occasional Writings.
All in all, COOOHWeb offers materials by more than
60 authors on a wide range of topics of interest to
revisionists and to anyone who seeks truth on the historical
and free-speech debate of our time. A staggering
collection of over one million words and over one hundred
graphic images are offered in 10 languages. Classics of
revisionist scholarship, such as the works of Arthur Butz,
Fritz Berg, and Robert Faurisson are available for reading
and for copying to all who "enter."
Cutting edge works by men like Samuel Crowell,
David Thomas, and this writer have been made available
for the first time on COOOHWeb. Full text and graphics
of banned works such as Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte;
Das RudolfGutachten; Not Guilty in Nuremberg and
others are available in the very countries which have
banned them. COOOHWeb also offers English translations
of works hitherto readable only in German, French, and
Italian many of them available in English here for the
first time anywhere.
Today someone access a COOOH Web page every one
minute and six seconds. By now, it's clear that
"cyberspace" has become a major front in the war for truth
in history and intellectual fjeedom and on that this
"cyberfront," COOOHWeb has emerged as a mighty
for tress for freedom, and an armory of historical truth.
The Tinbergen Artbives-a select catalog Authenticated
photocopies of historical documents feneted out by
revisionist researcher Cal Tinbergen from U.S. and Israeli
archives and other authoritative sources. These are not
revisionist essays or arguments. Each is a document from
an impeccable Establishment source dealing with: U.S.
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Ambassador William Bullitt on the Jewish presence in
Stalin's regime; the U.S. State Department on the need to
suppress evidence of Jewish involvement in the Red
revolution; Hugh Trevor-Roper in an exclusive interview
on Kurt Gerstein; Hungarian Zionist leader Rudolf
Kastner's electrifying postwar testimony in Israel about
Auschwitz; the 1995 Cracow Forensic Institute report on
the Auschwitz gas chambers; and more! 4pp. Free
The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics. Roger
Garaudy. The book which caused an uproar in France by
confronting Zionism and the Jewish Holocaust story headon. Includes an intro and a 19-section addendum.

LETTERS
Dear Mr. Smith,
Please allow us to express our sincere gratitude and
admiration for your courage! The infonnation provided by
you [on the Internet] through COOOH has greatly
improved our understanding of our own (Gelman) people's
past. It is good to know that our recently born son will have
alternative sources of knowledge available to him as he
grows up, besides the single-sided views in media and
schools. Being a student family, our resources are limited;
however, please accept our small contribution as a token of
our appreciation [it's in the mail!]. Our best wishes to
you! PS: We see many parallels between your mission and
personal courage, and those of Martin Luther 400 years
ago.
Wilbur Sensor: Have you ever considered a Ripley'sstyle "Believe it or Not" category to your Web site? It
would be a real eye-opener. The Holocaust/Zionism issue
If you did
would lend itself to precisely such an approach.
•
Ripley "cartoon" style you would immediately catch the
s attention, which would then be directed to the
more scholarly materials.
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NAMES: They're still the name of the game. If you
know someone you think would be interested in receiving a
free copy of Smith's Report and my essay, "The Holocaust
Controversy; The Case for Open Debate," please send me
his or her name. Every new subscriber is important, even if
it's only one. CLIPPINGS: Please continue to send
relevant press clippings, particularly, but not exclusively,
from sources I am unlikely to see in my daily round Don't
think the other person will do it. He won't do it. MEA
CULPA: I want to apologize to those of you who had to
wait so long to receive materials from the Tinbergen
Archives which you ordered for me. It was not Tinbergen' s
fault, but mine. My right-hand woman, Robin, left in
February to have a baby and after she returned in April she
could only work about ten days before she had to leave for
good Those of you who ordered from us were caught in the
up now
middle. We have everything pretty well
(I'm still working on the sets of back issues of SR but am
almost there) and will be back on course in about ten days.
Again-it wasn't Tinbergen; it was me.
[Your contribution helps sustain CODOH and
CODOHWeb and our growing audience, which
stretches from occupied Berlin to occupied East
Jerusalem. We can do it with you, but how could we
do it without you?1
(
•

)

Bradley

(Nope. Never even dreamed abuut ii. ii's a guod
idea. I'm going to take a run at it.)

Anneliese Hoepp: Do you have anything in Spanish?
I travel once a year to Cuba. The people there are very
much interested in the Holocaust controversy. All the tour
guides speak and read English. I always take some
literature, including your flyer "The Holocaust
Controversy: The Case for Open Debate."

•

(We have a Spanish language page on
CODOHWeb which features a Spanish language
translation of Carlos Porter's Not Guilty at
Nuremberg, but that's all. At this very moment we're
lookingfor an "editor" who can take charge of this
page on CODOHWeb so that we can deliver
revisionist theory to the some 300 million people who
speak the language.)
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